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Maine Camper
Soo Lakers beat Bears
Fired up Lake Superior sends Maine into consolation
kr NM NUN
1 AKE PLACID,. N. -
fhere are no miracles kit in
Lake Placid—at least not for
the l'imersity of Maine.
As the RCM threatened to tie
the score at 4-4, Lake Superior
defenseman Karl Johnston
scored to give his team a 5-3
lead over the Black Bears.
The goal broke (Maine's
spirit and Lake Superior skated
on to a 6-3 victory oser the
- Black Beats in the NCAA
semifinals.
Johnstorrs goal came as he
broke over the blue lint and
fired a high shot past U Maine
goaltender Scott King
,•• Scott played well, he just got
'surprised by the shot. He
hadn't seen a shot in quite a
while," UMaine Coach
Shawn Walsh said.
That was truly the case as
Maine was In the midst of a
fleece comeback.
The Bears came out fired up
after the second intermission
despite being down 4-2.
UNIiiine scored at the 3:01
mark of the third period when
Mike Golden knocked in a re-
bound of a Guy Perron shot..
Maine had several chances to
tie a short-handed
bid by Mike McHugh, .a
breakaway chance by Dave Ca-
The l'Maime hockey team had its hopes for a national championship dashed Thursday niaht, as the. lost 6-3 to the Soo I *kers.
puano, who was offsides and a
four-onthree powerplay—but
couldn't even the score with the
Lakers. - -
"We got beat by a better
team tonight. That is the
toughest team we've faced all
year," Walsh said. .
In the first period, UMaine
had opened the scoring with
two goal, by Dave Capuano.
The first came as Mario
Thyer passed the puck from
behind the net to C'apuano 35
feet in front of the net. Ca-
puano used a screen and shot
the puck past Lake Superior
goaltender Bruce Hoffort.
Capuano scored just two
minutes later on the powerplay.
Eric Weinrich and Mike Golden
'picked up assists on the goal.
and UMaine was up 2-0.
By the ten-minute mark.
Lake Superior used their dump-
and-chase game to neutralize •
the Bears' speed.
Our kids got up 2-0 and
relaxed a little," Walsh said.
The Lakers took adsantage
of this on the powerplay when
Mike Dc Carle took the puck
from a faceoff and went in
alone on King. He faked several
times before sticking the puck
behind King to the goaltender",
right.
In the second period, De
Carle scored again to even the
score. He tipped a shot from
AniTiony Palumbo.
Lake-Superior went on top
less than one minute later when
Jim Dowd took a pass from
Pete Stauber (brother of Hobey
(see LOSS bock page)
I Lake Placid: a lot like Orono with mountains
Nines from the Lake:
How shoot that Tht
ICC in the Olympic Ice Arena
is absolutely huge. It's 15
feet wider than the ice at Al-
fond, and though the length
is the same, the nets are fur-
ther from the hoards, so
there are three more feet
behind each net
With UMaine being a
skating team and Lake
Superior being a physical
team, the difference looks to
be to the Bears' advantage.
What do you do in Lake
Plavill? The UMainc team
was really loose during the
day Thursday. A few guys
were hanging out in tt
rooms, playing cards, al
other guys were out walking
around Lake Placid. It was
an ideal day for taking in the
sight., and the 65 degree
temperatures found 'many
Bears wearing shorts and T.
shirts outside.
Is Number 29 really
sports promoter? While the
test his teammates were
lounging around. Christian
Lalonde spent most .of
Thursday morning running
around making mire his
I amii• had tickets for the
game
Sign of the Times? While
\,
taking in the I akc Placid
sights, we saw a rattier
peculiar sign on a shop. One
side said: "Gifts." while
the other side said: "Am-
Placid thoughts
Dave Greely
munition." It seems a little
contradictory.
High School of the 'sear.
ake Placid High definitely
has some great facilities.
Across the street is the
Olympic Ice Arena, and
right in the front yard they
have a speed-skating oYal.
We can picture teachers try-
ing to keep attention of the
students, with Eric Heiden
skating by.
Questios of the Day. The
most often asked question
by people just arriy ins in
Lake Placid is, "They really
had the Olympics here?" It's
a tiny town, kind of like
(frono with mountains.
N here to go to bob-sob IN
Lake Placid_ The Lake
Placid Wendy's seems to be
the place to be tor hockey,
people. Scott King, Chris-
tian Lalonde and Claudio
Scremin made the trip to the
home of Inc "Old-fashioned
hamburger" with sports in-
formation director Ian
Also there were Min-
nesota dcfenseman Todd
Richards, and Lake Superior
Coach Frank Anzalone.
Richards went over and con-
gratulated Anzalone for
making it to Placid. We're
all hoping they meet again in
Saturday 's conscolltion
round.
.k•
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Goalie Scott King: consistently cool
A closer look at the man behind the pads
Scott KM* has pit* ealahlishod himself as owe of the top met Eiders jo .the mho.. The sophomore compiled 25-4 1 record in kadias the Bears to the I mai lour
Its Nis isargea
stao 
LAKE PLAC1D,N.Y.—Scott King
had barely :lad time to wrap himself in
a towel before the lights came on and
the cameras started rolling.
As he answered questions teammate
Christian Lalonde. who was at the ad-
jacent locker. tossed a piece of ice under
King's towel. The young goaltender ig-
nored the prank and kept his wits.
Cool under pressure.
Be it safeguarding the UMaine goal
with college hockey's top scorers bear-
ing down on him or -warding off a team-
mate's prank while in front of a
microphone. Scott king has learned to
handle pressure.-- -
"I guess its just my personality,"
King said. "I've always been a pretts
steady guy."
"Steady" is a good word. Consistent
ma) be a better one when it comes to
Scott King.
"He has been steady all year. He
comes up with the crucial save at the
crucial times." UMaine goalie coach
Joe Clar.k said.
On the season King is 25-4-1 with a
1..01 goals against average and a save
percentage of S. This year King set
a Wickes East record when he posted
a league goals against average of 2.97
and he was named the Hockey East
goalie of the year.
A statistic that may be as impressive
for anyone who spends as much time on
the ice as Mos does is his grade point
average He averages more thaoa 1.0.
But e.en through all this King is
known as "the quiet guy."
Once again King attributes this to his
personality.
His feats are anything but quiet to the
fans at Alfond Arena "King played ex-
ceptionally well against us. He is a real
strong part of the Maine team."
Bowling Green Coach Jerry York said.
"It's the key to any team to have a
goaltender that is playing well."
UMaine ciefenseman Enc Weinrk:h said.
"It helps the defensernen tremendous-
ly: We have confidence that he will
make the easy sase. "
King net et:Ty makes the easy save, he
makes the tough ones. too. Earls in the
year King became known around the
league as a good one on one goaltender
when he thwarted Boston College's high
scoring Dan Shea on two successive one
on one attempts. Last weekend against
Bowling Green he kept the Black Bears
in. the game for the first ten minutes
coming up with two fine stops versus the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association's
top scorer Nelson Emerson.
"It has been myjsT to help keep us
in it for the first ten minutes." King
said. "Sometimes it takes a while to get
the team going."
An important aspect in King's game
of late has been his play when he comes
out of the net to help out his defenseman
clear the zone
,"It is something I've worked on.
realize it can help the team so much,"
King said.
This has created some problems for
other teams like Bowling Green actors
ding to Falcon Coach Jerry York.
"He's like a third delenseman out
there, "he said.
"In the Olympics we had goalies who
couldn't handle the puck as well as
Kinser does." Weinrich said "He
handles the puck better than any
goaltender that I've eser seen
What mas please Maine f S more
than anything else about the King who
is a draft pick of the Detroit Red W mg+
is that he is just a sophomore
For now King will try to focus on the
"biggest games of his life."
But even with dose games in the Final
Four. Maine fans can be confident that
King will be cool under pressure
Stauber wins Hobey
by Dm Indy
LAKE PLACID. N.Y. — The
awards Just keep piling up for
Unis crsits of Minnesota sophomore
goaltender Robb Stauber
Stauber. who has ahead) been
named most 'valuable player, goalie
of the year, and first team All-West
Coast Hockey Association collected
the top individual honor in college
hockey Wednesdas when he was
named the winner of the 198g Hobes
Baker Award.
"I have to credit this to my team-
mates and ms coaches. 1 couldn't
have gotten it without them."
Stauber said.
Stauber has been sizzling late!) In
his last 11 games, he has a goals
against average of 1.55. and a cave
percentage of 96' Four of Pus sctol
record rise shutouts have come in his
last tight starts .
Overall he has compiled a 341-6
record this season
But with the Golden Gophers
preparing for Friday night's contest
against St Lawrence University the
Hobe) Baker Award has taken the
back seat
"I'll probabls think about it alter
the season if over, but right now all
I want is two more wins." said the
Duluth, Minn, native
Stauber set five single season
school records this Season tor pia) -
ing in 42 games. playing 2.502
minutes, notching 34 wins. making
1,171 saves, and recording five
shutouts. His five shutouts place him
third on the all-time Mtnne-,ota
and his 47 career wins place him fifth.
The old seasonal win record was
27, And was set in 197g-79 bs 1980
S Olympic goalie Steve - Janaszak
Stauber has allowed more than
three goals in just seven of his 42
•.•
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Papal aide or UMaine president?
Fail Sad (middle) lo a New Ifeelt misdeal earlier this week.
la Rome
. 
as as Me to the pope.
Is 011111119
University, of Maine presi-
dent or aide to the pope? You
decide.
With UMaine President Fail
Slick's low profile on campus
this semester, rumors of his
multi-personalities abound
"He's been president for
almost two years now and l'3e
neser esen seen the man,"
said UMainc Vice President of
Admirustratise Screw Ups Juan
I stet oo
lseetoo, concerned that the
president really didn't exist,
brought his worries to The
Happy Maine Camper
After months of research.
The Camper has an exclusise
report on the separate lives of
the man we know only as Fail
The Camper first tracked
Slick down in Rome where he
was sersing as a top aide to the
PoPc•
Papal sources say in Rome,
Slick alias Friar Tuck, recom-
mended the Vatican adopt a
rriandatory bread of life fee for
all Catholics.
This fee, sources sas • .would
pros ide full-time (..atholics with
free church services and confes-
sions at great Is reduced prices.
Stick was- also reported to
hase submitted a reorganita-
•
tion of the parishes plan to the
pope.
High-ranking Papal sources
-say they could find no sense in
Slick's proposed reorganization
of the parishes plan, but it was
kind of neat and had lots of real
pretty charts and graphs.
The sources said Slick could
not be reached for comment
because he was on his way to
California where he is known as
Sylvester Stallone.
The Camper did manage to
catch up with Slick, alias Friar
Tuck alias Sylvester Stallone in
his California home.
(see SLICK page 101
Fall Sillsk It his ( alafornia home, asssl.ester stallonia,
'I'm not a bag lady
or a monk and I _
have never lived in
California'
Fail Slick
•
The Ilapp$ Maine Camper. April I. 1988
"No Class"ifieds
ooking for a roommate who
doesn't care if you clean up after
yourself'? Someone who's a real slob?
Do yoU like to see dirty dishes hang-
ing out for months at a time? Do you
think discovering unidentifiable ob-
jects in the refrigerator is an adven-
ture? (Hey, at least there's something
there') Do you leave piles of dirty
laundry around an unmade bed?
We're the roommates for you! See
Terry, Chris, and Dana at 2343D
Cram'em Apartments.
Lost: Fourth floor of York Hall.
Believed to have been stolen by ad-
minis' ration. Please contact residents
of 4 YORK at 4515.
Found: Ticking bomb in lenness
Hall, Wednesday afternoon. If you
think this may be your bomb. please
see UMaine director of Public Softy
Reynolds Wrap at 4040.
Young. attra.-use, ambitious presi-
dent of large, reorganized, sports-
minded - university seeks professor
who is compatible with his views on
university structure and sports.
Reward.
Contact Fail'Flick at 581-0000.
FOR SALEg
(cheap)
guitat--5350-va1lle • •
work boots--S85
purse--value S25--S3 ,
car stereo speakers--value $100—
S25 •
diamond diñn ring--value
unknown —best offer
blacl at white telesision; damaged
--$ 1 0
very important envelope--value
unknown--best offer
wallet --unknown s
All prices negotiable. No
reasonable „offers refused. Call
Sneaky Creep after 3 a.m. at
581-4741.
Looking for mindless, spineless
slaves to toil for the university com-
munity as food service workers
FOE. Call 5/II-WORK. Ask for John
Rumstock
Pruffeshunnal prima. cop nag
sirvisses offered will do re-search
papers, litters, rerimays. ect
Kwalitty work, rezonable rates
Call 1366-TIPE pm Vend
sdays onis
Orono apartment owners seek
desparate universits students willing .
—to-pay ilaIrAA,Inahle prices for scum-
ms rundown apartments Heating,
_hot water, electricits bills will not he
a problem as we has e none of the
ahose anyway.
Within walking distance to the --V-
unis ersit • a rtal plus sance you won't
be able to afford gas or bus fare Iota -
of other tenants so you won't get
lonely.
If this sounds like your kind of
_deal, call Cram'em Apartments:
581-CRAM.
Looking for that girl who switch-
ed roles with me on March 25. She
is a better president. and I'd rather
be a student so I could pay. all those
nice Mandatory fees Users much en
joyed searching for a parking space
The three mile walk to her class was
very relaxing. Nest time 1 will lease
earlier so 1 will get there on time in-
stead of seven hours late. If you see
this -girl, tell her I want to switch
r
es twain so I can try to sneak
otd into the library. She knows..
where to find me.
--Fail Flick
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Lick to personally refund
_ Ala JOON
Sian woes
University of Maine President Stale
Stick was bombarded with chunks of
mud late Thursday afternoon, when
students demonstrated disbelief at
Stick's guarantee to refund the student
life flea
Stale, donning a UMaine hockey
mask in part to celebrate the team's ar-
rival at tithe Placid and to Protect —his
balding head, from the elements, told the
rowdy students that he would person nal
ly refund all Student Life Flea monies.
••I have reached the conclusion that
this student life flea is a massive burden
for ri few Maine students and I would
like to rid the student population of this
plague so we can continue as a top
priority educational institution," Stale
Jimmy Swaggart to host
T.V.'s 'Love Connection'
.FUNTOliVN, USA (BS) — Forced to
take a leave of absence from the
ministry. former T.V. evangelist Jimmy
Swaggert his circumvented the
unemployment line by accepting an of-
fer from NBC to become the next host
orthe game show, "Love Connection".
replacing Chuck Woolery.
As'a final effort to boost the show's
ratings. the praducerS -IrtM replace the
Richard Cunningham/Dennis the
Menace image with an "it's O.K. to
commit sexual sins as long as you tear-
fully confess to your audience" per
sonage With T V ministry sex scandals
being all the rage these days, the pro-
ducers believe the new host will attract
a greater audience, or maybe just an
audience.
The writers have also altered the for-
mat to better incorporate the "open at-
titude" of the new host. The show will
be modeled after "Sex Follies", a
popular program in France where ques-
nom and answers replace cards in a strip
poker-type ` of game. In America, the
game won't be so X-rated, as to abide
by the rules. The new show will still have
the guest pick their date from the three
video-taped choices, and the audience
will still be able to vote for the person
they think the guest should choose
The major difference will be seen the
following night; instead of the couples
telling Swaggart what had happened.
they will re-inact their date, within the
limitations of the network's policies
This new approach will be even more
entertaining for the audience as they will
no longer have to use their imaginations
while the couples "kiss and tell." It has
been proven that action speaks louder
than words, and home viewers should
be delighted to see Swaggart hosting a
"play by play" game show, a lyric:A
retirement home for the former
minister.
The show will still be aired during the
late night hours. Parental discretion is
ads ised
Applications and Nominations
are requested for the
University of Maine
Outstanding Achievement Award
The University fo Maine Outstanding Achieve-
ment Award is presented to up to twelve students;
either undergraduate or graduate, for outstanding
achievement in non-academic endeavors. These
awards will be presented to students who receiv-
ed degrees in December, 1987, or who anticipate
receiving degrees in May, 1988, or August, 1988.
I. Community Service - public service in a
broad sense, either on or off campus.
2. Campus Citizenship
3. Athletic Achievement
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts,
language arts, theatre arts.
Deadline: NON, Wednesday, April 13-,
1988. Application forms can be picked up and
returned together with a letter of nomination or
endorsement to the Center for Student Services,
AttnAir. Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice Presi-
dent and Dean of Student'Services, Second Floor,
Memorial Union (telephone 1406).
told a vivacious audience on the
Memorial Union steps. .
Stale says be plans to sell his personal
collection of Salvador Deli sculptures
and thousands of dollars of Persian rugs
that dress the corners and floors of the
president's house.
"In addition". he said, "I will allot
half of my $98,000 salary for the next
five years to reimburse those of you who
have demonstrated great suffering."
However, some of the students ex-
hibited disbelief of Stale's proclamation
"This is a joke," said Betty Boo. a
Junior rock major, ".I've been here too
long to have the wool pulled over my
eyes." .
"He's got to be kidding," said
Bobby Tofu. "Stale is all talk, I'll have
to see some green in my hand before I
believe this (expletive), " the bridge
building major added.
The bite of fleamania showed its teeth
during Fall 1987, when students where
forced to dish out $100 a semester for
a variety of campus activities.
"The money just went imo a huge tub
of unal!czz.tcti fun:.4s, because we
• s.„...w. .11.
St James Episcopal Church
OUTRAGEOUS!
DO SOMETHING
Go to church on
SATURDAY NIGHT
The Great Vigil of Easter
Easter Day 10 a.m.
[
Saturday. 7 p.m. 
— ...
 IC,C,C.C.,C7i7:-, •
I
I
I
I
Center & Main Old town
ato 4.  
life flea
couldn't make up our minds what to
do." said lam Abuse, director of
Student -Affairt..
A recent poll of Stales popularity on
campus coupled with the heat of rising
student tensions concerning fleamania.
pressured Stale into halting the Flea and
reinbursing millions of dollars to
students.
"This was totalls a decision on my
part to encourage the students, who I
care for so deeply, to accept me into as
an equal during their university
career," Stale said.
He said payments will. begin within
the next fet days, as long as there is no
oppostion from the UMaine board of
trustees.
Chancellor Booby L. Burythewood,
said he supports Stak's proposition a>Rd
as a "good Sumerian" he will thrp in
a few thousand returnable Budssrr
cans. •
"1 enjoy helping -Mt Stale during
these momentous occasions in universu-
ty history," Burythewood said in a re-
cent interview.
GOOD FRIDAY
NOON WATCH
11:50 a.m. la-
(1/2 hour)
Step of the library
Sponsored by MCA.
Cantabury, and The Newman
Center
>CJC-.7.0 CSC-ICIC:}r-TC-3.0C >CSC
Expanded College Grad Plan
Call Sue for further details or appointment.
'Financing assured if students have a Job or a bona fide offer qf employ-
ment and have no derogatory credit record
----'aS percent down payment on retail financing, or a two-payment securi-
ty deposit for leases
•A $400 rebate that can be applied to the down payment or to the selling
price on a retail transaction On a lease contract, the rebate can be applied
to the security deposit andior the first month's rental payment.
Beacon
•
The Hopp) AfamrCamper. April I. 1910
WFBI hires former Camper sports editor
4. UiIrd UL.
W•!te 
In what is being termed a -major
breakthrough in campus-community
relations, WFBI-TV and Radio, a local
4.
affiliate for CBS, announced todaYAbila
begmrung next fall their broadcast tvooth
ss ill be manned by a team of play-by-
play announcers for Vniversuy of Maine
athletic es ents.
CLASSIC
FILM
SERIES
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
East of Eden"
S starring James Dean
+•-
101 Neville Hall
4kt Sunday, April 3rd .*+
2 p.m. Matinee!
Tabbed to join long-time broadcasleg -
Gorged Whale in the booth 18 former
sports editor of The, Happy ,tfame
Camper. R Kevin Cheeptrick..
The hiring of Cheeptrick by WFB1-
came of something of a surprise. as
Whale was known to have been displeas-
ed with a column written by the former
Camper staffer, 
. •
In that column. Cheeptrick lambasted
Whale for his broadcasting technique.
refering to his future boss as
"figuratively resembling .a sacred
cow."
Cheeptrick. contacted at his spacious
Sigma Nu Mansion Thursday, said. "I
really like cows. As soon as Gorged
realties' that I really am apprecianve-of
the socio-easnomic benefits the bovine
species offers, he read the,asiumn in an
entirely different way."
The "sacred c0w2 passage was not
thc only one Whide/vras unhappy about.
but Cheeptrick saida ornate negotiating
session at the Sigma Nu bar between he
and Whale cleared matters up:
"I just told him, 'Ass. shucks. Gorg-
f9igave me on tne sPot:" CheePlricked. was just funnin with ya.' and heShowirig in 
Ic
It's FREE and brought to you by IDB!
a great addition to the WFB_I team."
rWhale said. "He has a certain kind of
ballistic personality that could go ovis
well on the air. and all the controversy
"I -could help our ratings "
I 'Mame President Bail Skiff, an a% xj
fan of some ,Black Bear sports, said
Cherptrick's hiring "tickled him pink'
in two 'ways.
"First, the hiring of Cheept rick pro-
ses that we aren't sacrificing the
academic integrity of the institution by
making athletics a primary focus,"
Skiff said "This proves that even self
proclaimed underachievers hase suffi •
educational experience to obtain a
job after graduation.
"Second, this could be a major wind-
fall in terms of the resenue $,Iieeptnck
aill produce. Fans C011111111 to games 
willmake sure they bring their radios, so
they can hear him make fun of things
He'll abuse Bananas, make fun of the
Cheerleaders. and may even get into a
brawl or two with spectators after the
games. if they don't like what hc
said "
"The entire state will flock to thc
james, or watch them on TV to me what
• -1w-crazy little bugger's going to do
"Actually. Gorged is a nice man, and nem **
altie'Ve made plans to get together on a Speculation has already arisen regar-
ding C'heepinck's future plans If he
turns into as much of a cult hero as is
projected. a bidding war could result for
his services. Cheeptnck says there is no
chance he will leave.
"First. Gorged has gotten to be like
a brother to me." Cheeptnck said. "I
couldn't lease him.
-)0+ 
"Second, the pay is so good I can't
imagine leasing They're going to pay
for my room and board at Sigma Nu for
beer a week.
eternity, and I'm getting use cases of
"mad
social basis esery now and again He
thought that I could show turn what col-
lege life was all about, in orderthat he
would know more about the indisiduals
he covers es CT) week Of course, I had
to agree with him. "
Whale, reached at his office Thurs-
day. said the addition qf Cheeptrick to
the Vs FBI staff would be a major wind-
fall, and was looking forward to the
opport unity .
"Cheeps is a fine and upstanding
young man. and I know that he will be
THIS CAN GET YOU TO THE INTERVIEW
BUT THIS COULD 1I
GET YOU THE JOBI
Seniors, come and see
Mike Henry at the
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
MWF 9a.m.- 4 p.m.
T Th 2-- 3 p.m.
11 SHIBIES HALL, UM
40-1101 
.11
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5
Dr:termouth
Q. I'm a .'4-sear-0W sirgin. Fm worried
that if I don't start using it. I'll lose it.
I've been dating a wonderful soung
biker for the last IA sears. she is star-
ting to become suspicious since 1 base
made no attempts to initiate ans
phs meal contact.
should I tell her I hese not %et been
&flowered?
A. Arc you. for real? Vs here the hell you
been 111 your life It's 10ief S like you
who make my job so difficult_ Without.
letters like yours I could work only 10
hours a week and be enjoying the
foreplay' you're not Do mc a favor and
drop dead -
Q Ms problem is my husband. He iia%
shown no Interest in set for the last 46
!ears Vs hen I can ocrictionall% persuade
him, he insariahti falls asleep during the
het. How can I wake him up' l'•e tried
shay lingerie. mental aids, and pont.)
Mau. Nothing works. What can I do!
A. Are you for rear Where the hell you
been \all your life? It's losers like you
t.4
J.) 4.
who make my job so difficup. If it
weren't for letters like yours I'd only
have to work 10 hours a week and I
could be enjoying the foreplay you're
not. Do me a favor and drop dead
Q. I have been going out with this ter-
rific girl for two semesters now. The
problem is she lives in a dorm and we
are 'Issas% getting written up for distur-
bing the peace. I've tried gagging her,
using a muzzle, and taping her mouth
shut. Nothing works. On top of that.
she has a squeaky bed. Help 
A. .Are you for real? Where the hell you
been all your life? It's losers like you
who make my job so difficult. If it
weren't for letters like yours, I'd onty
have to work 10 hours a week and could
be enjoying the foreplay you ohs iously
are Do me a favor and give me a call.
„ Asyans-erlits-asads canna. wrisitise
advice hoe • hemeerned professiosal,
write to Or. Vermouth, suite 7A Lord
Hall, Orono. Maine. M.Yeryorie else,
drop dead.
IRVING mamwa
F000 STORES
Coke
& Diet Coke
39
'a.
Cec
Budweiser
12 PACK
12oz CAN
s 5 
ills
99_
ieposi
MaInway
Ham & Ch.'0,47
99c
otilatv
oumPtv
pool'
otiPS
6.5 •
Scott
,;LeT 4 Paper
Towels
I au
&A5.1
• 1,
Humpty.
Dumpy
Baro•cuichips
99C
Large Eggs
69c
'
Now Accepting
Personal Checks
with Valid 10 for
Shoppers
Convenience!
STILL WATER AVENUE ORONO " OPEN 24 Hours
.13 SOUTH MAIN STREET- OLD .kO,...tik/N 6.AM - Mk-ir ii9nt
Bacon comes to Maine
by lowstrire sui
?Tar/ eerier
I In news that is sure to shock thecol-
lege basketball world, The Philadelphia
Expirer reported yesterday thak
freshman sensation Mark "Burnt"
Bacon is leaving Temple University and
will transfer to the University of Maine.
According to the Expirer. Bacon was
not getting along with Temple coach
Rusty Chaincy during the NCAA tour-
nament, and made the decision to
transfer shortly after the Duke game.
"Chainey couldn't coach his way out
of a paper bag. Bacon said. "The
only- reason we lost to Duke was because
1 wasn't shooting the ball enough. They
just weren't getting me the rock enough
in the second half."
.1fter hearing what Bacon said,
Chainey revealed that he felt Bacon was
°serrated all season.
"He wasn't that big of a factor in our
success." Chainey said. "The media
would always point to his scbring
average, but if you look at the number
of shots he took his numbers t im-
pressive. He must shoot five atrballs a
game. Besides that he's a crybaby."
ESPN college basketball analyst Vick
Ditale said the acquisition of 'Bacon will
make the Black Bears a force in the
ECAC Extremely Frantic Conference.
"Bacon is sometimes inconsistent."
Ditale said.. "You have to remember.
next year he'll only be a sophomore. He
should be given plenty of P.T. and he'll
show the Mainers he can shoot the
1."
When contacted in his office- yester-
day, Black Bear Head Coach Rudy
"Always Standing Nieser" Kneeling said
(see BACON page 101
Planes Trains and Automobiles
Sat. April 2nd 
6:30 and 9:00
Hauck Auditorium
Students 504 w/ID
Faculty & staff
$3 w/ID
Abrams & Anderson
Improvisational Comedy Duo
Give them suggestions to create off-beat
scenes!
AND
UMaine's own singer/songwriter
Derek Scott Aramburu
Specializes in Harry Chapin John Denver James Taylor, Jim
Croce
Friday, April 1, 8:00 p.m. Admission $2.00
EXOTIC REFRESHMENTS
t kV% • t%I II rtint 14111i1„`•,tw
-
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Children's tales are drugged
From a staff writer: Sex. Drugs. Violence. There'stoo much of these things in our culture. And itall begins at home.
Why do parents wonder why their 'kids get into drugs
as they get older, when it's the parents themselves who
introduced the kids to drugs in the first place?
It's true.
Remember all those nursery rhymes and bedtime
stories your parents liked to read to you' Remember the
cartoons and movies?
Take The Wizard of Oz. Now there's a movie with
more drugs involsed than you can imagine.
That was no tornado that sucked, Dorothy's house up.
the kid was just having a bad trip.
And what about the Opium? You don't remember the -
opium?
Poppy seeds, remember? The poppies were growing in
the big field before the Emerald City and they-p-fil
Dorothy to sleet-
- And if Dorothy herself wasn't on drugs, there was
definitely somethiwr wrong with the rest of the
characters-1'd say alcohol. The scarecrow couldn't
remember anythiut .1.... tic ..ould barely stand up, and
the lion-what a wimp!
Now that I've destroyed your memories of that
timeless classic, let's move on to something else.
Like Alice in Wonderland.
Can there be any doubt? We all saw Alice eat those
'shrooms. What do you think that white rabbit she was
chasing signifies? And what about the "DRINK ME"
bottle? .
Now this kid was on a really had trip. - •
She made Dorothy's adventure look like an ordinary
walk in the park! (Which I suppose it could have been
if you're talking about. Central Park in New York City.)
Now let's turn our attention to the Walt Disney
classics.
Dumbo. Ever wonder why this dude was %o highall
the time? There must hate been something special in
that feather his dealer (the mouse) gate him to make
him fly like that.
Peter Pan was a dealer. too. Remember the magic
dust he supplied to Mary and her brothers. the stuff
that "sent them flying?"
And thgn there's Puff the Magic Dragon_ There was
nothing magic about this dude, that lizard just smoked
pot all the time. It's obsious • Why else would they call
him "Pufr"
I have to wonder about good ol' Rip Van Winkle.
too. That guy must haYe had one incredible hangosci
after he- finally slept it off!
I guess you already knew that Rudolph was-an alkie.
I mean, with that nose, he's been announcing it for
years.
I guess, ragging on Rudolph is pushing it a bit, so I
won't even mention the Easter Bunny.
gtarir)Lap
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College Graffiti: crude,
unauthorized inscriptions or draw-
ings on walls or other college sur•
faces It's immature, degrading for
,the college's image, but, also falls
under arts and entertainment.
Esen top college magazines print
their best of the best graffiti entries.
These are the top three from "John
humor" in College Woman this .
month.
- "Gravity. It's not just a good -
idea... it's the law." .
- "Don't drop acid. Take it.
pass/ fail."
- • 'Sticks and stones may break my
bones, but whips and chains excite
So being the nosy reporter that!
pretend
k
 to be, I decided to report on
our own Marne classic' graffiti
a 
The administration would be pro-
ud, I came up short. ,
Either the general student body is
clean. I didn't look in the right
places. or iscrything was painted
oser spring break.
That's not to say that graffiti
doesn't exist at UMiune. Any student
knows they can tune in to .4s the
Stomach Turns by reading the desks
in link Hall. •'13iff is a fox. What
happened last night?" "Marcia looks
hot " It's amazing what conversa-
tions take place during Economics.
And, believe it Or not, most of the
graffiti I saw was unprintable,
because, shall I sas, lack of taste.
So with what little I found, here's
the scoop:
Second floor stacks in the library
took two first-place awards, one for
!lasing the most graffiti, and the se-
cond for hating the most obscenits .
There seems to he a lot of adser-
flung going on in the stacitikies kind
of like a dating service I think
"Seeking black hairy man with
perspiration odor "
-I lose basing sex with largewomen
"For abuse. call 1-800-ABUSE-
ME."
In the girls bathroom at the library
they've attempted to paint over the
common carvings of Kel-n, Jim,
Ron'Amy and "Bully was here •'
These are nothing new.
But I particularly liked Lynne loses
John.
There are some serious tones to
graffiti. If you *ant to see three in-
tellectuals battle out a disagreement
on nuclear arms, second floor stacks
is your place to be.
Good advice is also giten in well
written graffiti This still remains et-
ched in a bathroom stall in the
Library.
"No one deserves AIDS. IL's ac-
quired, and it's all in hots you acquire
It
And more ads ice from the stacks.
4.:"Sex and drugs can kill you, and
rock will make you deaf."
I must report also, that more
writing was found in the *omens
bathrooms than in the mens.
(Wouldn't you like to know how I
found that out) I . •
And since I'm a reformed wall- •
writer myself, I'd like to say to June
Graffiti of the Library, Who writes.
"This school has no good party."
June, "Go back where you came
from, you base no good twain.-
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Build some condos
To the editor:
I have a suggestion which
'might prove beneficial to poor
wretches who are forced to live
on campus in the sardine cans
that the administration refers to
as rooms.
Build luxury condos for
students The steam plant park-
ing lot would be a perfect place
for the condos. In exchange for
the purchase pnce. the students
can work on the mall and the
university farm' as sharecrop-
pers, and be provided transpor-
tation on university vehicles.
That will vase taxpayers money
because now the university cars
and trucks won't have to go
Around with only one or two
people in them. ( Buses
excepted
Make the debt for the condo
purchase price so large that they
can never afford to leave. But
also offer them a chance to take
classes at night. If they work
until dusk, go to classes until 2
a.m., and are permitted to sleep
between the hours of 2 a.m.
and 5 a.m . they- will be too
tired to commit any crimes,
right? Thus no policemen are
needed.
If you build the condos effi-
diently. allowing four square -
feet for each person, you could ,
probably squeeze the entire on- •
campus population into a six
story deal.
Then you can tear down all
the dorms and York Village and
make parking lots of them.
Then people won't be crabby
about lack of parkins spaces
close to classes places, every
student will have a job after
graduation, and life at UMaine
will be less complicated.
Also, allow the sharecrop-
pers to go to foot ball games on
weekends, but, incorporate a a
mandatory fan fee to pay for
the condos. Then if anyone lit-
ters at a game you can pretend
they are dissidents and have
them executed. Then after
es cryone has been eliminated.
he condos will be paid for and
the university can rent them out
to rich folks.
Smenda Binh
Holden
Let every loyal Maine (neutral gender) sing
litter to the Editor
Yo. editor -
Our Maine Legislature is cur-
rently working to make the
State Constitution gender
neutral.
Should the revisions become
law, then the Stein Song will be
next:
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Stein Song
- ill the steins to Aims old
Maine 
- --
Shout till LW ratgerg 
-
Stand and drink the toast
once again
Let every loyal Maine person
sing.
Drink to all the happy hours
Drink to Maine.
Uaktrevalty.
The college of
always.
Our
our hearts
(finis)
To the trees, to the sky!
To the Spring in its glorious
happiness;
To the youth, to the fire
To the life that is mov
calling us!
To the Gods, to t Fates.
To the rulers of pintoes and
h destinies;
o the lips, to the eyes,
To the persons who will love
us some day!
(repeat to finis)
Bill the Tool
Associate Professor of
Mathematics
Supporters of America and al she represents
urged to join covert group of U.S. patriots
Psst. read this. Yeah you, over here. Read ,n,,
but make sure no one sees you and don't make at
sudden moves to attract attention.
You look like you can keep secrets. How does
warm weather, traveling and covert operations
sound to you? Not only will you be defending world
Democracy and the Red. White and Blue, but you'll
'011ie 
getting paid well for it. You'll be just like ol'
01 Nora: a true American hero, mom that you
won't get %;aught. Sounds like a dream opportuni-
ty, huh?
But before you say yes, let me tell you a little
about myself—very little that is.
I can't give you any of my nearly 200 names and
aliases but I can tell you that I work for the largest
democracy establishing firm in the country.
.And I lose my job, I really love it. Not only do
you meet .new and interesting people, but you get
to mow down those you don't like.
Ratatat. Ratatgy, Ratatat, Ratatat.
No. but in all seriousness. I can be your friend
and if you play your cards right we can go far.
What I'm doing is touring around this fine coun-
try of ours kioking for young people like yourself
to fight for truth, justice and the American way":
Comm titary
Col. Flagg
Kind of like superman, but you don't go danc-
ing around in colorful tight-fitting leotards.
You may of heard of me and my activities. I 'se
been on this campus a number of times and I alaays
seem to get some sort of reaction from the members
of that save the world peace group here at UMaine.
What's it called? Oh yeah, Save (ix World from
Everyone, Even Peace-loving Americans Like
Ourselves (SWEEPALOi
And they say k'm fah.l.,sal and fighting issues
with blinders on.
Nearly every time I'm here there's a commentary
in the next day's campus newspaper, spreading lies
and halftruths about me and the wonderful
organization J work for.
Day after, day after day they tell the public what
bad boys we have been.
Oh, excuse me, my apologies to any feminists out
there. I meant to say what bad boys and bad girls
we have been.
And what about them! \
Why just the other day I heard one of them say
she was planning to take a bazooka she got for
Christmas down to Nicaraugua (pronounced Knee-
Ca-Ra-Wa) and evaluate the current socio-economic
political situation.. and then kick some "Contra
Butt.
Well. I've strayed from my point,
It's you and every red blooded, flag- waiving
.Amencan that I am here for. Uncle Sam desparately
needs you.
And if you hear the-calling to be a protector of
America and all that it stands for, then write your
name and social security number down on a piece
of paper. Then swallow y-. Meet us behind the
A Maples building the next cloudy night. But make
sure you are not followed. -
Web
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UMaine
Ig II.J.Maier
to• sponsor "Party 'Til You Puke"
Since:/he ot Maine has
placed so many restrictions_ on dkug-
in(he past few years, it's about time that
the University sponsored a free party
weekend for every student enrolled on
this campus.
d'And with this thought in mind. -
Recreational Sports and Molson Golden
have joined forces in stxinsonng the first
eier *drinking endurance test The Par-
ty Marathon will commence today. at 3
p.m and will culminate Sunday with an
Easter Day. keg hunt throughput
curious
marathon contestants swilling. As thc
weekend progresses, drunken judges will
decide who is desers mg. of the co% tied
Rosie Ruiz Memorial Trophy
'Contestants willing to •parriciNite in
the gala event are to be on the Mall at
2:45 p.m. today under the Molson
Golden tent, donned in your grubbiest
party apparel.
The festivities will commence with an
opening cerembny during which Gras c
Dames will wish luck. to all participants
A banner will be raised to the top of the
Foster library flag pole with the phrase
"Party Till You Puke" embedded in the
cloth.
.4 ttention Students!
Come down' to Dr. Records this week
Get Naked!
Or. Records
20 Main St.
Orono, 866-7874
Open Thus. and Fri. evenings WI 8 p.m.. Sundays 1-5.
Looking For a
Great Place to Live?
Live on Campus.
Cons en tent locations
Close to the Library
Activities
Friendships
Walk to class
Choose From
Social contact
Resource rooms
Great food
Study lounges
Variety
Coed and singie-sext halls
Estabrooke 'Graduate hall
Graduate Resource Center
Seminar rooms
Colvin-Cooperative living
Present residents See your R A or R D
Future residents contact the Residential
Life office - 581-4584
Expected to arrive in Orono early to-
day. the specially ordered Molson
refrigerated trucks will supply as many
free kegs as needed to keep the
The first (-sent is 'scheduled to start at
3:30 p m. The one, two and five beer
funnels will be judged on the east end
of the mall with the winners receising,
(you guessed it), more free beer
That's right folks, everything is fret.
including free food from Club Wells.
Hamburgers and wieners will be sup-
plied for free all weekend in hopes of
soaking up some of the suds in the con-
testant's stomachs. This is a precau-
tionary Measure provided by the Cutler
Health Center to help as-oid alcohol
poisoning.
The next event on tap for Friday. is
scheduled for a 5 p.m. start. The Ise,
15 and 20 man boat race will occur on
the west end of the mall.• For those of
Insu who have no idea what a boat race
is, here is a short definition.
The boat race is a very compet ills c
event during which the contestants line
up across from one another The first
contestant in line chugs their beer and
must place the empty cup on their hcad.
This race continues until the entire line
is finished and the first line. to finish
receives (you guessed it) more free
beer," Bud Dwyer said
As the evening continues there will be
sanous quarters matches throughout the
mall, as well as, es ers kind of drinking
game you can imagine. Participants are
urged to participate in as many different
games as possible, as points will be add-
ed on to your overall score for sanets
in drinking games.
Saturclay -will be Jam packed with
es'ents as the sunshine greets all those
hung over students. Beginning at 8 a.m.
contestants will be judged on the best
case of dry mouth A pasty film cover-
ing the inside of the mouth and a severe
case of the 'tactile% are a must for this
event. Note: Xactlies are when your
- breath tastes and smells exactly like s_
Contestants will then gear up for the
&jeer Die tournament beginning at 10
a.m. Teams from Alpha Tau Omega
and Tau kappa Epsilon are expected to
sweep the all das event with high scorers
and winning teams receiving (you guess-
ed it) more fret beer.
By the time 3 p.m rolls around on
Saturday. contestants should line up on
the Mall. nght outside Han Hall. for the
Molson Ins national Chug Off and Puk-
ing for Distance contests Participants
arc granted the right to three running
steps before stopping and power hooting
for distance. If the person's feet cross
the line, their puke will be wiped up and
they will be eliminated from the
competition.
. Next, from the roof of Hart Hall, win
be the first esti Intramural Target Puk
ing contest. Students will line up with
their heads hanging oser the edge of the
roof aiming for a mixing bowl on the
ground The person to fill up the bowl
with the most soma will be panted (you
guessed it) more free beer.
As the competition winds down on
Sunday with the Faster Day keg hunt,
there will be one more contest that might
just make the difference in who gains
the Rosie Ruiz Memorial trophs
Impress Future Employers
with a Professional
Looking Resume.
Have your resume typeset
at
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement
of Lord Hall
Just Contact
Karen, Mike, or Jan
and choose what style
of resume you want, at
a reasonable cost.
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OCB undergoes drastic changes
1 Maine 11 B student representatise Story (ENO dada (WII(X draws that
T1 14 is !walls under the 'facilitation' of Memorial Vase offkials.
Dance Club
6 Central St. Downtown Bangor
WATCH FOR THE RETURN OF
THURSDAY NIGHT BANDS!
Hours
Fri 8 p m -4:00 a m
Sat 8 p m -4:00 a m
Fri -Sat Happy
Hour 8-9 00 pin
Reduced cover
Non-Alcohol
Live DJ's every Friday and Saturday
Save $1.00 on cover with your Maine Student ID
Dress code required
1
1
tabs kflu
The Unisersit) of Maine Outside
Campus Board announced at a recent.
press conference that they would be
changing the organization's name.
"We just felt that Outside Campus
Board. or OCB, wasn't representative of
who we really were and what our space
actually entailed." said one OCB
Member.
The group has decided to change their
name from OCB to OCBOC, or Only
Cool Board on Campus.
"You know, since we're the only
board who ever does any cool things,
you know." was how one member put
it
The OC'BOC compared their recent
efforts to provide student entertainment
to those of another board located in the
Memorial Union, The Uncool Board, or
oNice
Philadelphia did not experience similar
outbreaks.
As of yet, scientists have no explana-
tion of what actually happened, but
Time Life Books Inc. is expected to have
a series on the subject 'early next fall.
By sundown the niceness started slip-
ping away as one by one, taxi's began
TUB,OCHOC members said, is com-
pletely under the 'facilitation' of people
-who work in the Union and -who hog
all the friggin' Union space."
A TUB student representative, Mary
O'Net, disagreed.
"Really, come off it, we make our
own decisions and stuff," said O'Net.
"At least 1 think we do. I'll. check
with our advisers r.nd let you know,
.0.K.?"
One TUB adviser conceded that
"cool" was something that they didn't
inherently possess but were willing to
obtain.
"We have the financial basis, we have
the technology, we can rebuild
ourselves," the adviser 'said. "We're
" starting with basic bandana tying and
will eventually progress to hackey
sack."
TUB advisers said that other pro-
grams they will be attending to to in-
crease their "cool" will include a
workshop on the oie of the phrase.
"you_ know," and instruction in
"Greatful, Dead Appreciation."
 (continued from page 4)
cutting off other motorists. Soon the
crowded streets were back to normal as
two people were killed in a liquor store
holdup in Brooklyn.
"I knew it wouldn't last forever."
Commissioner Naked said later in the
evening, "but it sure was great while it
lasted."
Eat Healthy with . . . CANTEEN
Freshly polished apples, oranges
and other fruit, garden freSh cnspy
salads, low fat milk, fruit Juices, a
variety of flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich options are
all presented through modern vend-
.offered exclusiv.e4. y
bymgCAt;tiPincn Nt
'Prepared fresh every day in the im-
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representa- ,
use, you arc assured of freshness ,
and flavorful lunches...day after
day. The added convenience and
speed of vended foods clui add hours
and satisfaction to your buss day.
For the health of the caloric-con-
scious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN - We think you'll like it!
44 Perry Road
BANGOR
945-5688
252 Old Lisbon Road
LEWISTON
784-5161
re‘hlw Smell
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
& COLD DRINKS
HOT & COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
1.41LK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
76 Da, ^g 4.
SD. PORTLAND
773-8141
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Oremiimmin
stet Wl4r
k. The fourdt Plan for_lhe reorganiza-
tion of the University of Maine's col-
leges was proposed yesterday by the
administration. •
"A university has 'td—reorganize its
colleges every three months," said
Don Hitandrun vice president for
Academic Affairs. "Reorganization
gives us the possibility to raise tuition
and room and board fees. It will also
help waste the state's money. "
This plan calls for combining the
Physical Education and Athletics
Department with the College of Forest'
Resources into the College of Physical
Resources.
It will provide the cross country run-
ners with a private path in the UMaine
woods, Hitandrun said. A major benefit
for the trees will arise from this through
the increased carbon dioxide production
of the runners.
UMaine President Stale Kick said he
expects a 65 percent increase in the
Latest draft adds 
 _  
much .needed changes
Tiortland." Kick said. There has been a 90 percent increase
Both math and nursing majors will in stress cases reported at the health
receive a degree in "nursing and center.from looking at engineering ma-
numbers'"
' The final stages of the plan call for The bomb scare observation team- will
the total sale of the engineering college be a group of employees from the
to make room for the bomb scare °bur • financial aid office who • will make up
%anon team in Bennett Hall. some tedious forms to fill out, including
"Moving -engineering to another the presentation of the parents' income
University will help U Maine lose the it tax returns before a bomb can . he
,,, of Its Credibility and attract More foot- planted on campus_
shliildl .players to this fun .school, " Kick "This' reorganization is necessary
because it keeps the administration from
The... engineering majors create too watching soap operas in the after-
much of a working atmosphere which noons," Hitandrun said. " It keeps
causes _health hazards for all the other thern occupied between Donahue and
students on campus. Hitandrun said Three's .Compans "
photosynthesis tate and of course a 100
percent increase of successes of the track
team.
Further on, the plan involves-doe
niathemat hics department being split--
from the sciences and relocated into the
School of Nursing to secure the
availability of media') surveillance for
the mad mathematicians..
will also give the— nursing ma-
jors their needed experience without fur
ther college expenses," Hitandrun
said. The money that would have been
used for this will be contributed to the
new football Stadium.
"Math classes will only be available
at. the campus in-Portland, as-not all
classes can be accommodated at the
Nursing School extention here in
Orono." Kick said.
To make commuting easier, math ma-
jors will only he allowed to live on
fourth floor York with the other
UMaine refugees from Chadbourne
Hall, he said.
"A bus will leave every morning at
five, to bring the students to
0000cr0000ctooew000000000000i
*Cunningham's Flourist & Nursery:
O 
485 Stillwater Ave 0
45 automatic.
As he climbed into his car he was
heard mumbling. "We'll see how that
O Legislature feels about funding that
O 
football stadium now,"
O 827-7721 The Camper next tracked Slick to the
O Ukraine where he, or so it was reported.0
-0 wa_s recruiting football players whileEaster Arrangements
•
posing as a local bag lady.
Lilies, Tulips, Hyacinth Plants etc... 0 Again Slick offered no comment.0O Floral wire service available. *Bacon 
°so remember Mom- & Dad on this holiday:
0
O 
Now with 24 hour delivery service 0
O Mon -Sat 9-6 Visa'Master Charge accepted 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oo
IF 1 Ol ARE INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN
A HELPING PROFESSION
1 I /ME TO AN INFORMATIONAL MEMING ABOUT 111 I-.
SOCIAL WORK MAJOR
TurAsiy: -April 5, 1988
4 --5 p.m.
114 Fernald Hall
581-2385 for information
It
*Slick tcoatiaaett from page 11
However. Slick would not respond to ahhough he did share stale brown bread
reporters' questions, and his only corn- and lemon vodka -with reporters. _
mem was, "Yoe Adrienne, so what we Slick was next seen near his office on
going to do now? Ycle Adrienne" the UMaine campus. He called all
Slick, of whom it was rumored. was reports of his Papal nes absurd: And
headed back to UMainc for a staff responded with a harsh "nyet" when
meeting, sported hand grenades, a- sub- asked ill* had ever been a bag lady in
machine gun aith a laser mount, and a the Ukraine.
"I'm - not bait lady or a monk and I
base never used in California," Slick
told reporters
However.- -Mr Camper has recently
seen Slick in New York where he is pos-
ing as g hinge_ %let lads in the off
broadway musical. "Aint
Misbehavin.r” 
_
University president or schizo? You
decide.
that he was excited about the news, but
he wasn't sure Bacon would step in and
play right away
"We've got a freshman from Presque
Isle coming in next year that's gonna be
a great shooting guard. Bacon base
his work cut out for him He'll have to
prove to me that he is worthy of the star-
ting job."
Black Bear sophomore center Koko
B. Wary said the team is looking for-
ward to playing with Bacon.
lettatinucd from page Si
"He's a streak shooter" ars. said
"If he can learn to at least hat the rim
consistently, sooner or later he's bound
to get WM(' rolls. "
The only person contactod that *as
not enthused over Bacon's decision was
Maine Athletic Director Pale White.
When asked what he thought of the
AU-American coming to play for Maine.
White mumbled something about Lake
Placid and asked "How fast can he
skate"
Apartments Available
for September 1988
1-5 Bedrooms
Walking Distance to Campus
Intown Properties
866-2E111
...It's U-Maine Hockey
in the NCAA Championship Rounds
Catch the Play-by-Play on
1M MEI IMO
ntichlt*
with Matt Bourque, Steve Turkeltaub, and pave Ahlers
Saturday either at 1:00 p.m. or 8:00 p.m.
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Contagious disease
_ir
by 44•11111 nreetiortles
`,•a" .e•
A devastating disease has reached the
University of Maine campus, and health
officials are predicting the extreme's
contagious disease will affect much of
the school's population.
Dr. Raphaella Raspberrien, director
of Cut-em-up Health ('enter, said the
dreaded disease, Apathemia Infectious
Contagia, has been found in several
students since March 21.
' The disease, better known as Apathy.
is transmitted by a rare cousin of the
Ise-Ise_ fly, said Raspberrien. The Chi-
Ctu transmits the disease by biting
humans with its long skin-piercing
mouth pans,
The Center for Disease Control in
Augusta said the disease originated in
California and has worked its way
across the country through Canada.
"We believe the. rare carrier of the
disease first left California in shipments
Of raisins to Canada. These raisins were
then sold to Canadian potato farmers
who often-ate the_sassias while at weds
in the potato fields. From then, the flies
began to breed in the potata houses,"
said Mike V. Dee, of the CDC.
Canadian potatoes imported into
Maine are thought to be the mode of
transportation for the flies.
The recent discovery of the ChiChi
flies in the Canadian potatoes has spark-
ed higher levels of rage in Maine potato
farmers who hese been upset in recent
years by the shipping of Canadian
potatoes into Maine. These Canadian
potatoes hurt the Maine potatoe
jarmers! market. . .
"Ayuh, could& toldja, them 'tater%
from Can'da ain't no good," said
Eustis Moosehunter, a potato farmer
from New Smyrna
Moosehunter said he could tell just by
looking at the. Canadian potatoes that
they would do nothing but cause trou-
ble for the people of Maine.
Symptoms of the disease are glazed
eyes, lack of enthusiasm for anything
but sunbathing, an increased interest in
hackey sack, and an inability to focus
EASTER WORSHIP
Swipe Simla) 8 a.m.
Orsamental Gardeas
Festival Service 6:30 p.m.
Uses Center
87 College Ave.
Mates Christian Association, Tim tVi Pasne Imaml ni rme.
threatens campus
on arty type of pnnt (espv,.4itty when
contained in a required reading for a
.class or a national newspaper).
If left untreated, Raspbernen said the
disease could esentually take over the
entire state, but sheis hoping the disease'
will be contained on the UMaine
campus.
Students interviewed on campus do
not seem too worried about the disease.
"Like. hey, who really cares about some
disease, dude," said Tony Tanningb-
ed, a senior from Old Town. "I'm like
totally • not into this scene, anyway."
he added. .
"Another disease? Wow, Just don't
tell me this is another one of those AIDS
things; okay." said Brenda
Braindeed, a junior-from Stodder Hall.
Raspbernen said Cut-em-up is not
prepared to deal with the disease if it
becomes an epidemic.
"In California I know they had to set
up hundreds of Apathy clinics to accom-
modate the thousands of disease in-
flicted victims. We just don't have the
beaches here in Maine to do that,"
she said.
Raspbernen said there is no known
cure for the disease, but usage of bake,.
a colored zinc oxide sunblocking oint-
ment, seems to reduce the effects of the
disease.
Tests on the effects of linka are still
being done in California laboratories,
Raspberrien said. At this point,
Raspberrien said she believes Zinka may
actually increase the symptoms of
Apathy.
'Besides, I really would hate to have
all the students on campus walking
around with this stupid colored stuff on
their faces, especially if it doesn't actual-
ly help matters,' Raspberrien said.
The-Committee for Student Publications
is now accepting applicatiOnS for the following positions
• Editor, Doily Maine Campus
• Business Manager, Daily Maine Campus
. Editor, PRISM
. Business Manager, PRISM
. Editor, Maine Review
Application forms ore availaloie from the Dept Of _Journalism &
Broadcasting. 107 Lord Hall. Application deadline is
April 15th,
New England
Dance
*
lc:,, 
..-
t •••• •
•11
Festival
Friday, April 1st, 8:00 p.m.
Three of the northeast's best dance -compani6S
in an evening of modern dance and ballet.
• Boston Ballet II
• Dance Express
• Concert Dance Company,
of Boston.
Please Note: Some works in the program involve nudity.
ALL SEATS RESERVED:
$5 Students & Senior Citizens
$101$8 General Public
For Tickets & Information 581-1755
Phone ordem8:30-4:30 weekdays.
Box Office wihdow open 10-3 weekdays & 1-1/2
hours before curtain fime.
Visa/Mastercard/Checks/Cash.
MAINECENTER
FOR THE
ARTS
University of Maine, Orono
TonigheTonightrronightfronight!
—
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Points of untrue view
lina-Pahlwersai
Slun PhOlOWSIIIR Ilia week's question:
NYhat can Uhfatrte spend the Student
1-(je fee on next year'
"I fondly remember the Umversity of
Mame. An fee that would keep it the
fine institution it is is acceptabie,unles.
supporting it peresents me from being
re-elected "
Bnll Kohen
Senator
"I know of a lot of hockes talent out
there, and the player that could really
make us a powerhouse may-be just one
more scholarship &was "
— Wawn Shalsh
Hockey Coach
' •We could use the money to get rid of
future fee increases ''
Snt'W:lent Senate Vice-PteiklentDon O'Jea
sse still hasen't built that foot.
hall stadium, and sbe'clid do vsell last
season '•
Bear Fez
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President.
0.C.B., U.M.F.B., Panhel, I.D.B., WMEB & VVTOS
presents
in Concert
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
and DOUBLE TROUBLE
with special guest
The Blue Flames
Friday April 8th, 1988
8:00 p.m. Memorial Gym
Tickets: $10.00 UMaine Students
$15.00 General Public
Tickets are now available at the !Maine Center for the Arts box
office and will also be sold in the Memorial Union April 4th-8th
1111111111=NIMINIMr 
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Fans march in Lake Placid
by las Ilsorase,
,talt Write, •
LAKE PLACID. N.Y .
F me minutes before seven p.m.
the Unisersits of Maine took
oser the streets of Lake _Placid.
A,line of Maine hockey fans
stretched nearls one-half mile
from an alumni reception at the
I ate Plat:8d Hilton to the
olsmpic Arena.
l.'Maine athletic director
Kest° ii‘'hite was in the.micIdle
ot the parade, and was excited
_hs the outre•iring fclinoort
tor the ,
"l's het ,e heist- between
2,000 4.000 people here
This is fartastiC" hc said
Ilk - parade was led hs the
'Maine band And cheerleader's.
Fans chanted "Let's go
Maine." and sang the Maine
Sluman
(;RI I \SHOW). N.C.
• 11')-- Jeff Sluman birdied
nine holes in on his way to an
ii.undazpar 64 and a two-shot
lead after Thursday's first
round of the SI million Greater
Greensboro Open Golf
Tournament
Sluman one putted 10 times
and chipped in once as he tied
the curse record at the Forest
Oaks Countrs Club
Sluman. who lost to Sandy
Lyle of Scotland in a three-hole
sudden-death playoff for the
1987 TPC" title. has yet to win
in a five--year PGA Tow career.
"I threw anew driver in the
bag this week for the first time
in three sears, hut it was the
putter that did most of the
work," Sluman said
T.C. Chen of Tauwain plased
a bogey-free round of 66 and
was tied for second in the chase
for a S180.000 first prize with
Robert Thompson .and Mark
Calcasecchia.
Stern song as they made the
threcquarter mile walk.' .
Fans w orei heir UMaine
ors. and were proud of their
participation in Final Four
weekend. 
•-• - Y
- "Shawn Walsh wantea us to
turn this town • blue and white.
so that's what we . did, " one
fan said
Fans were also quick to point
out that there was little that
could hase happened to keep
them away from their helosed
Bears finest moment
"Had toy mother-in-law Just
died, I'd still he here." said
one
"We left at midnight
Wednesday We drove all night
to Plattsburgh and slept in a
parking lot for two hours
before we came here." said
Scott Bourget and Stese
AE George. 'Alit. couldn't get a
room at four in the morn-
ing. "
"We'se been to csery game
all year, there was no doubt we
would be -going to Lake
Placid." said Skip LaMoun-
tam of has travelling partners.
At 6739 p.m'. the fan bifsses-
rolled lino town. Even the
busses. were blue.
, "We had our tickets bought
before the playoffs even •
started," said Greg I cavil,.
"We knew thes'd be here."
"This place is nuts, there's a
great party atmosphere,''
another fan said.
°serail. thelans felt that they
had done estrything they could
do
"If Maine loses, it certainly
won't be because .they didn't
hase support," said one
leads tourney
Thompson, formerls an
assistant club pro in Hunts% inc.
1exas who played in the morn
ing. before the winds came up.
birdied six of his first eight
holes
Calcasecchra,..• playing in
breets weather in the after•
noon, scattered eight birdies.
Scott Hoch and Donnie
Hammond were negtat 67.
Lyle. a former winner of
both this title and the British
Open, led a group at 68 that
also included Dr. Gil Morgan,
Rocco Mediate, Ken Green,
anadian Dan Hatkiorson and
Bruce Zabriski.
PGA champion Larry
Nelson was in a large group at
69
• Scott Simpson, the defending
champion and current U.S.
Open titleholder, could do no
better than match par 72.
Ian A'oosnarn of Wales, who
collected about SI.8 million in
worldwide earnings last sear.
struggled to a 73 and must im-
prove Friday if he is to qualify
for the final two rounds.
_Sluman made his big move
with a string of five birdies in
six holes.
He capped the surge on the
11th hole, where he pushed a
2-iron off the tee
The ball caught the cart path,
bounced between a couple of
trees, ran through a fairway
bunko' and back to the fag-
way.
From there, he hit a sand
wedge to 20 feet and made the
birdie putt.
"That was kind of a tip-off
that I had something special go-
ing," he said.
He took sole possession of
the lead with a 45-50 foot chip.
in birdie on the 15th hole and
followed with.a 9-iron shot that
stopped two inches away from
the pin on the 16th,
Lake Where/
While most of us know
someone who has made the
trip to LakeaPlacid, and
while we might wish we were
there to join in all -the fun:
I'd like to tell you why we're_
lucky to remain in the
relatise metropolis of
Orono.
You see. we've got to con-
vince oursels es that, by gol-
ly, we didn't want to go to
any silly hockey game
_anyway. As they always say
on TV, you'll get a better
view (not to mention a more
comfortable scat . and more
readily available
refreshments) if you watch
the game on the tube. With
No mun, no fun) we hear-
-Vr must sit out the Lake
Plaid extravaganza.
Reason number three: My
girl f riend , boyfriend made
me stay home. This clearly
doesn't apply to me. as my
friends are. quick to point
out. Still, it is a useful excuse
and it bears mentioning.
Reason number four: We
know that UMaine is going
to.win anyway, so why the
hell should we go to some
tiny hole in the wall town
and Watch, when we can
watch on TV, save 16 hours
of driving tiff*, and get all
of our studying done
Okay, I'll delete the study-
The home front
John Holyoke
that thought in mind, let's
look at why we lucky, few
.,who have . remained ..
Orono are lucky-enough to
be here.
Reason number one: ,
Hockey fans are a rough and
rowdy bunch, and it might
be in our best interest to
steer clear of the Olympic Ice
Arena.
The blood-thirsty natives
that watch hockey south or
west of Kittery are known
for their bye of fights. A
true-blue UMaine fan, in
their eyes, is plenty loud, but
not aggressive enough:
Chances are that if we were
in Placid, we'd be accosted
by these not-very-loud but
very-uncouth fans. and _a
disturbance (read: brawl)
could result.
Reason number two: We
spent our money on a truly
educational experience,
namely, travelling to Spring
'BiIiiM iakmng in wet T-
shirt contests. Due to the
classic dictum of the road
ing part, but you've got to .
admit that the rest of the
reason made good sense
Reason number five: I
know this probably only ap-
plies to, oh, about one per-
son on this whole campus.
but I'll use it anyway.
Because we have a pseudo-
editorial position at the cam-
pus newspaper, and we have
to sit in the dungeon-like
newsroom and wait for
those lucky. oops. I _mean
UNLUCKY guys out in that
one-horse town' to send
stories back over the
• telephone, so we can
transcribe, edit, pasteup,
and do anything else that
needs doing so we can read
it in the paper the next day.
We all know that all those
people in I ake Placid would
much rather be doing that
than has ing to go to a silly
(national- championship)
hockey game.
We haven't got it that
bad. . . right?
Parity marks Final Four hoop
KANSAS C I . Mo.
(AP)— The ultimate season of
partly comes down- to a Final-
four featuring three high-
_ranked learns, a local favorite--
and familiar faces.
Almost a reunion. if you will,
complete with rematches and
chances to capture champion-
ships missed
All but one of the coaches
hase been here before and on-,
ly one school is making its first
appearance.
For the second straight sear
there were two teams from the
same conference in the Final
Four, hut unlike Syracuse and
Pros idence of the Big East last
ear, Kansas and Oklahoma of
the Bit Eight are not meeting
each other in the remit-Mats.
There really isn't much dif-
ferent about this Final Four
than any of the previous 49, but
the semifinals still present some
interesting matchups. When
't-
buke and. Kansas start things
off Saturday afternoon, it will
*be -a, -remathc from the 1986 - -
Final Four and one from earl=
this season.
The teams are quite different
from those that met in Dallas
_ two years ago with Kansas'
Danny Manning the only
starter back from either team.
Manning. a two-time All.
American, was in foul trouble
quickly that game and finished
with nine points on 2-of-9
shooting in 23 minutes. ail&
Jayhawks -fell 71-67. Current
starter Chris Piper saw 13
minutes and scored two points.
Three members of this year's
Duke team played in that game.
led by Danny Ferry, who scored
eight points in -15 minutet
Billy King and Kevin
Strickland played*nc and four
minutes, repectively, and did
not score..
Lather this season, Duke,
28-6. beat Kansas, 25-11, 74-70
in overtime at Kansas.
Manning had 31 points as the-
Blue Desils, snapped a five-
game Kansas winning streak.
Kansas led by six potnts in the
osertime. but Duke outscored
Kansas I31.3 over the final three
minutes, six coming from guard
Quin Snyder. who led the fifth-
ranked Blue Des 'Is with 21
points.
"We were in position to win
that game:" Manning said
"We base improsed lance then,
but so has Duke."
Duke is considered -an ex-
cellent defensise team and King
is the man usually assigned to
the opponent', top plaser
During the East Regional
final against Temple. he held
the nation's leading freshman
scorer. Mark Macon, to. a
6-e-29 performance. •
-"We've played man-to-man
defense all year. but we'll need
a lot of help," Duke Coach
Mike krzysewski said.
"Ferry will begin on Mann-
ing, but we'll alternate players.
Wc know we can't stop Mann-
ing we just don't want it to be
his career-high night."
Kansas.is the only unranked
team in the Final Four, but it
also is the Only one here to have
won the national
championship
Jayhawks. who hake tied for
fourth on the all-time Final
Four appearance list with eight,
won the title in 1952. If they do
it again this year, they would set
the record for most losses by a
national champion.
Oklahoma and Arizona are
the-onls regional top seeds to
reach Kansas City and neither
won a garlic by less than 10
points on the road to the-Final
Four.
S
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Terry Work (left) and Swum Ismail churn out the Farm Store's new ire cream
flavor. The flavor which honors the Maine hockey team's SC1/10111 is called Scone
S' more.
BEAR
Semifinal
LAKE PLACID. N.N. —
Frustration.
With 7:34 left in the third period.
University of Maine Defenseman Enc
Weinrich broke his aluminum stick
over the goal after he had been beaten
by Lake Superior's Jim Dowd for a
goal that gave the 1 alters a 53 lead.
Frustration.
With 5:04 left in the third period
and Lake Superior leading 6-3. Chris-
tian Lalonde cross-checked a Lake
Superior ;gayer in front of the Maine
bench. Before. anyone knew what had
happened, Lakers and Black Bears
were swinging sticks and throwing
punches.
Frustration.
With Just over two mmutes left in
the game, an exhausted Mike
McHugh. handling the puck near the
blur line, simply fell down.
L'maine's 6-3 loss in the NCAA
semifinals epitomized frustration.
While the Black kers ttied to use
epitomized
their speed ad.antage, the extreme')
physical Lakers held them off. As
they crossed the blue line the Lakers
would fire the puck into the corner
and invariably win the scraps in the
corners.
'What they like to do is turn the
Farm store honors
Bears with flavor
by Mai lapar
tV' ,Ita, 
Z
,
It the University of Mask forgets to
welcome its hockey (earn, at least one
organization, the Finn Store, will has e
something to present them
"Score S•more— is made of chocolate
ice cream, crushedgraham crackers,
chocolate chips and marshmallows and
it is Made especial!) on behalf of the
"This is Our way of honoring the
team," said Frank Winslow. manager
of the Farm-Store. "We're proud to be
a pan of the university and we're pro-
ud to have a number one hockey
team."
Terry Work anc.1 Susan Ismail from
Food Sciences were preparing the first'
batch Thursdas when Work thought of
the name
inslow said three gallons of the ice
cream will be presented hitt* team after
their return from Lake Platid, but most
of it, he added. will be sold to CUStAfTWT
patronizing the slime. located aw;101.1.- the
parking lot from Hitchner Hat
The store is a relatis els new addition
to the school, but according to Winslow,
it is doing quite well. Since it was found-
ed,last fall through the t'ollege of Life
Science and Agriculture, it has profited
;from transactions while selling at low
prices, he said.
.Tlieream is expected to return Sun-
day. After Thursdas's semifinal coin.
petition. the Bears will pia) one of two
teams, the Minnesota Golden Goythers
or the St. Lawrence Skating Saints in
final competition Saturday night or as
-consolation V.mpetitors Saturda)
afternoon. 1+;
'•Eseryone's in Lake Placid now,
Winslow said. 'iWe don't really know
when we'll he able to make the presen-
tation "
In the meantime. the Farm Store is
making 12 gallons of "Score S'inore"
and with any luck, rts turning and chur
ning will rub off on the right people
Baker winner Robb Stauber) and
knocked it by King. Stauber had
dumped the puck !II .m behind the
net and passed 41 • the crease to
Dowd.
Lake Superior scored its fourth
straight goal when defenseman Kord
Cernich picked up the puck and used a
screen by Brett Barnett and ripped the
puck into the upper right-hand corner
"We played as good a second period
as we've ever played." Lake Superior
Coach Frank Ant-alone said.
"Our game is to just 1,0p putting the
lecatineed from page 11
puck behind the net and wail until
something opens up in front That
helped to negate Maine speed." said
senior center Craig Hesston
"After the first two goals, it started
to switch the momentum like a college
basketball game and that helped us,"
Anzalone said
Lake Superior will go on to face the
winner of the Minnesota-St. Lawrence
game on Fridas mght
Maine will pta the loser of that game
on Saturdas afternoon
FEATS
frustration for Bears
puano scored, and less than two
minutes later he rang up another goal
on a slap shot from near the blue rine.
The Black Heirs werespreading the
ice and keeping the pressure on Lake
Superior while the physical Lakers
were constant's clutching at LIslaine
Thinking Placid thoughts
Dave Greely
game into a half-court basketball
game." Shawn Walsh said last
week. And that's Just what thes did
It was the Mack Bears who wanted
to fastbreak like the Los Angeles
Lakers, and the Lakers who wanted
to slow the tempo like the New York
Knicks.
Early in the game it looked like
Lake Superior was going to have to
deal with the frustration. Just 52
seconds into the game, Dave Ca-
plasers
But then the Lakers began to ex-
ecute their Knick-like offense, keep-
ing the puck in the Maine zone and
working effectively behind the goal
"They play as well below the goal
line as anybody we play," Walsh
said "It's a •very difficult team to
Play " •
Difficult and frustrating.
Briefly in the third period it look-
ed as though the Black Bears were
getting back to their style of play.
Just one minute into the period, Mike
Golden knocked in a rebound to cut
the lead to 4- Thc Bears were run-
fling-
Four minutes later ins short-handed
situation, Mike McHugh broke in on
Lake Superior goattender Bruce Hof-
ford but couldn't get a good shot on
goal But with Maine beginning to
dominate plas Dowd beat Weinrich
with the goal that broke the Black
Bears back, and W'cinrich's stick.
"We had it going our way, and
that fifth goal took the wind nght out
of our sails," said Walsh
And the frustration isn't over. On
Saturday the Black Bears must take
the ice at I ;30 p.m for a consolation
game
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